
The Henden H3 is our most advanced Robotic Pool 
Cleaner. Packed with intelligent features to keep 
your pool sparkling all year around. Active scrubbing 
and clever navigation technology deliver the best 
cleaning result across floor, walls and waterline. 
Designed for easy use and maintenance, the H3 is a 
quality piece of pool equipment, guaranteed to last. 

Henden H3 Robotic 
Pool Cleaner

> 2 Hour Cleaning Cycle
The quick cleaning cycle makes maintaining a pool easier
than ever.

> Clever Scanning and Navigation Technology
The combination of clever scanning software and a built-in
navigation system, ensures pools are cleaned using the
most effective route.

> Ultra-Fine Filtration
The ultra-fine filter basket ensures a deep clean, every time.

> Weekly Timer
Schedule the H3 Robotic Pool Cleaner to work on preferred
days, for enhanced convenience.

> Super strong grip
The multi-directional water jets provide allow the H3 to grip
all vertical and horizontal surfaces. Improving waterline
scrubbing and ensuring no part of the pool gets left behind.

> Clever scanning and navigation
technology for an effective cleaning route

> Pop up filter basket for simple
maintenance

> Ultra-fine filters for a deeper clean

> Grab handle for easy use

> On/Off power supply with weekly timer
for convenient operation

> 18m cable length for pools up to 12m long

> All terrain front and rear brush system
with active scrubbing technology
for an enhanced clean

> Dual tracks for continuous traction

> Fast, clean water release for ease of use

Features

Robotic Pool Cleaners

Henden – The pool professionals’ choice 



> H3 Robotic Pool Cleaner

> Ultra-Fine Filter Basket

> H3 Power Supply

Pool Suitability 

Ideal Pool Length Up to 12 metres

Cable Length 18 metres

Cycle Time 2 hours

Cleaning Coverage Floor, walls and waterline

Water Conditions

Chlorine Maximum 4 ppm

pH Range 7.0–7.8

Temperature Range 6–34°C 

Salinity Max 5000 ppm

Minimum Depth 0.80m/2.6ft

Maximum Depth 5m/16.4ft

Electrical Data

Digital Power Supply Input:
200-230 AC Volts

50-60 Hertz

Digital Power Supply Output <30 VDC

Motor Protection IP54

Kit Components
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Dimensions

A (Height) 300mm

B (Width) 400mm

C (Length) 430mm

Weight 7.5kg
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